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The work described below, was performed at the 10 M\V Budapest
research reactor.

1. STREAMING LINE FEATURES OF HYDROGEN CONTAINING
MATERIALS IN TWO PHASES SSYSTEMS

Absorption-type refrigerators [11

Absorption-type refrigerators contain NH3 dissolved in water, thus the working process
can well be visualized by neutron radiography because of the high hydrogen content of
the circulating material. The operation of an absorption type refrigerator is based on two
fundamental pnciples: a/ the ability of large quantities of ammonia gas be absorbed into
cold water at low pressure and then at higher temperatures and high pressure to be
driven out again, and b/ the ability to condense ammonia vapour at a high pressure and
high temperature and to evaporate it again at a lower temperature in the presence of an
innert gas even although the total pressure remains the same. During this evaporation
process large quantitities of heat can be taken into the ammonia. As far as absorption
refrigerator is working without motor and compressor, it is very important the
undisturbed stream in the tube system. Figure 1 shows a gas bubble in the liquid heat
exchanger which hinders the flow of the rich solution to the boiler. Such kind of fault
originates from manufactoring process.

Fig. 1. Gas bubble in the liquid heat exchanger of absorption refrigerator



An other very important demand for the correct operation of the absorption refrigerator
is the purity of the manufactoring conditions Figure 2 shows an interesting example for
such kind of fault. Deposition of foreign dirt material was observed at -15 °C at the
meeting point of the high pressure hydrogen gas and liquid ammonia. This causes
irregular situation therefore it is very useful its visualization by neutron radiography.

a/ b/

Fig. 2. Meeting point of liquid ammonia and high pressure hydrogen gas in the
evaporator of absorption type refrigerator: a' at room temperature b at -15 C
deposition of foreign material is clearly observed

Compression-type refrigerators [2]

The high neutron attenuation of hydrogen makes it possible to visualize the lubrication
oil and the cooling fluids like R-12, R-134a inside of the compressor block, in the
condenser, in the evaporator and in the filter. Valuable information can be obtained from
the comparison of working processes using mineral or synthetic lubrication oil. The new
cooling material is R-134a freon which does not cause any demage in the ozone layer,
but its oil solvable capability is smaller then those for previously used ones. The origin of
several types of defective functioning became clear and, after appropriate modifications
the defects were eliminated. An additional and unnecessary streaming line formed in the
evaporator of the compressor- type refrigerator was revealed. The part of the evaporator
supply system, brought about the above mentioned disturbance, was identified and
visualised by dynamic neutron radiography (Fig. 3). The concerning modifications were
submitted to the manufacturer.
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Figure 3. Neutron radiography image of the evaporator puffer: a/ a strong flow of the
lubrication oil occurs in the first 4 minutes after restart of the unit b/ lubrication oil
segregates on the surface of the R-134a cooling fluid in the 9th minute; b/fluid mixture
becomes homogeneous after 20 minutes running time



2. CONSTRUCTION OF SPECIAL Pd VALVE TO MEASURE THE PARTIAL
PRESSURE OF HYDROGEN CONTENT [3]

Investigations of two phase systems often require the quantitative knowledge of
hydrogen partial pressure. This demand was formulated during our neutron radiography
work concerning research and development of absorption-type refrigerators. In most
cases the working material is solution of water and 35 % ammonia in the presence of
high pressure hydrogen. The temperature circumstances are very different in various

parts of the system, namely 200 °C in the boiler and -20 °C in the evaporator. Thus,
the partial pressure of aqueous vapour, ammonia and hydrogen gases are very different
in various parts of the system. At present, only the integrated pressure can be measured,
which is 20 bars.

In order to measure the hydrogen partial pressure, development of a special Pd-valve
(Fig. 4) is in progress based on the high hydrogen occludation of Pd. The purity and

Figure 4. Schematic arrangement of the Pd valve system

homogeneity demand of structural materials is very high. During the measurement the
Pd-tube has to be heated in order to increase its hydrogen occludation efficiency. The
neutron attenuation coefficient for hydrogen is very high and thus the occludation
process in the Pd-tube is visuable on the neutron radiography image. The changes of
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dimensions and contrast of the Pd-tube used as hydrogen sensor could be visually
observed and analysed quantitatively (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Intensity curves of the neutron absorption by the Pd tube in the empty state and
in the saturated state

3. TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONAL NEUTRON RADIOGRAPY IMAGING
[4]

Our neutron radiography images are handled by an advanced image processing and
analyzing program, the Iman 1.4, using a task oriented video grabber. Using the Iman
1.4 program, 8 frame time was 60 times integrated, grabbed and utilized for the
qualitative and semi quantitative analysis. The frame grabber card, FRG2M/95 is
equipped with a high speed, bi-directional video bus I/O socket for the linked
convolution processor. This processor performs an enormous quantity of calculations by
applying the so-called neighbourhood pixel operations up to 8x8 pixels in a real time
mode. The software is capable of image acquisition, gray-colour-binary morphometry,
image enhancement, transformations and segmentation. The used statistics involved
feature histograms, integrated global specimen statistics and profile measurement. For the
pixel count distributions spectrum analysis was applied.

For illustration we present the 2D and 3D images of the intensity distribution of the
epithermal neutron beam (see paragraph 4). After multiclass segmentation of the image
we got an intensity distribution pattern presented in Fig. 6/a and the 3D diagram of the
intensity distribution is displayed in Fig. 6/b. The background intensity values correspond
to the most light areas, while the high intensity values show the dark areas of Fig. 2(b).

4. ESTABLISHING OF A NOVEL TYPE THE EPITHERMAL NEUTRON
RADIOGRAPHY IN BUDAPEST [4)

The main property of the epithermal neutron radiography (ENR) is that it discriminates
well between the elements among investigated materials. Particularly, the lower
scattering effects in materials having high hydrogen content makes ENR sensitive to
hydrogen determination. So far ENR has been performed with the transfer technique
This is highly time consuming in view of the long and doubled exposition time of long
duration and the film imager cannot be easily connected to computerized on-line data-
logging.

In our case the epithermal images are temporally captured by an epithermal neutron
activated indium foil of 0.1 mm thickness. This emmits gamma radiation that is converted
by NaCe single crystal into light photons. The latter is visualized by a high sensitivity TV



camera controlled by a computer As a result the image processing time has been
shortened considerably

The object to be investigated was kept close to the collimator where the neutron flux was
8.10 cm" s"1 The epithermal beam was obtained by placing a 1 mm thick Cd plate
before the sample By this way the thermal neutrons were filtered from the neutron beam
obtained from the radial channel of the reactor. The sample was a 40 mm thick
consumption meter made from Al The epithermally activated In foil was read in an
experimental set up scheme schematically shown in Fig. 7.

Between the epithermal neutron activated In foil and the NaCe single crystal a 1 mm
thick aluminum plate was placed to protect the surface of the single crystal and to absorb
the (3-radiation emitted by the activated In foil. The imaging time cycle of the low light
level (LLL) TV camera from 40 ms was increased to 320 ms utilizing an appropriate
software (described in paragraph 3).

b/

Figure 6. Epithermal neutron beam distribution: (a) 21) and (b) 3D imaging
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Figure 7. The experimental scheme of the In foil activated epithermal neutron
radiography image processing system

5. ESTABLISHING THE 'HYSEN' TECHNIQUE IN BUDAPEST

In order to obtain clean epithermal neutron beam we have constucted an adjustable
system for filtering and forming the white beam obtained from a radial channel. The
schematic arrangement of this "Beam diameter changer and filter unit' is shown in Fig. 8.
The production of the unit is under way.
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Fig. 8. Beam diameter changer and filter unit'



6. WATER I'PTAKE AND TRANSPORT IN PLANT RESEARCH [5|

Using dynamic neutron radiography together with Sapphire V 5.05 image processing
systems, the water uptake and distribution during the germination of the bean seeds was
visualised and the images obtained quantified. Figure 9 shows a crucial stage of seedling
development, namely the opening of the cotyledons. It can be clearly seen that in the 7th
seed position, where the primary root growth almost reached the bottom of the sample
holder, the cotyledons are apart. In the gray level distribution histogram this separation is
characterized by a peak in the gray level values becoming visible in the bean cross
section. For comparison, in the same figure the gray level histogram for the 4th seed is
also shown, where the cotyledons are not yet opened.
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Figure 9. Neutron radiography image and gray level histograms of water movement and
distribution in diffusion and bean seed zones: at the 2880th minutes the start of opening
of cotyledons may be visualized - the 4th seed not yet opened while the "th one is just
opening.

On time scale we have followed the entire process of germination in bean seeds by
dynamic neutron radiography. The quantitative data of water uptake obtained from the
SHADED radiography images were evaluated by various mathematical and statistical
methods used in biometrics. The imbibition, the actual germination and primary root
growth were visualized and the quantitative data evaluation of water uptake revealed the
distinguished separation of these crucial phases using the non hyerarchic cluster analysis
(Figs. 10).
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F/g. 70. fa) Water uptake by bean seeds m the course of germination as assessed by
gray level analysis of DNR images, (b) Non-hierarchic cluster analysis of the gray
levels of the images. 'A ' and 'B' designate imbibition and germination groups,
respectively.

SUMMARY

This work was performed at the dynamic neutron radiography station at the 10 MW
Budapest research reactor in the framework of the IAE Co-ordinated Research
Programme on "Bulk Hydrogen Analysis, using Neutrons" (Project No: 9609/Rl).
Neutron radiography has been successfully applied in various fields of hydrogen
containing materials. We have reached results in the following main items:

• Streaming line features in hydrogen containing two phase systems, e.g. absorption-,
and compression-type refrigerators.

• Construction of a special Pd valve to measure the hydrogen partial pressure.

• Two and three dimensional neutron radiography imaging.

• Establishing a novel type epithermal neutron radiography system.

• Establishing the 'HYSEN" technique.

• Water uptake and transport in plant research.
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